Abstract. This study concerns the interrelationship between positive and negative values. Previous research has treated personal values as a bipolar process in which negative values can be described merely as desired values with the opposite sign. Contrary to values research, the study of motivation has shown that approach motivation is conceptually distinctive from the motivation of avoidance. The results revealed that, in general, level positive and negative values form two opposite domains that are not completely independent. On a more specific level of analysis the structure of negative values did not mirror the structure of positive values: They formed a single general negativity factor, which had no significant loadings on any of the six positive value factors.
Introduction
The goal of the present research is to contribute to the debate on the unidimensionality versus bidimensionality of evaluations (e.g., Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994) in the case of personal values. If evaluation is assumed to be unidimensional, the relative positivity or negativity of a stimulus refers to its position on a single evaluative dimension, with positive on one end and negative on the other. Thus, for unidimensional structures, a person holds either negative or positive beliefs concerning the issue. On the contrary, for bidimensional structures, the number of people who hold both of them is approximately equal to the number of people who hold only either one of them, and approximately equal to the number of people who hold none of them.
Bipolarity Versus Bidimensionality
Typically, the processes underlying attitudes and evaluations are treated as polar opposites both by common sense and researchers. According to an almost universally accepted tacit assumption, positivity and negativity generally have an antagonistic effect on human behavior. This predominant view has come to be questioned only recently by Cacioppo and colleagues (Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994; Cacioppo, Gardner, & Berntson, 1997) . They argued that the positive and negative evaluative processes can be conceptualized as two fundamental, evolutionarily adaptive, information-organizing, goal-oriented, action-guiding systems that are instantiated in distinctive brain mechanisms (Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994) . For example, there is ample well-documented evidence that many organisms, not only humans, have different sensitivity to positive and negative information. It is known that the motivation to approach is stronger than the motivation to avoid because the avoidance gradient is steeper than the slope for the approach gradient (cf. Cacioppo & Gardner, 1999) . Although bipolarity may occasionally emerge, the main research agenda is not concerned with the question of whether the positive and negative evaluative processes are reciprocally organized but, rather, under what conditions they are reciprocally, nonreciprocally, or independently activated (Cacioppo et al., 1997) .
from the interaction of personality and environment and they manifest certain core components -"basic tendencies."
Five features of the values construct are frequently mentioned in the values literature 1987 : Values are (1) beliefs, (2) desirable end states or behaviors, (3) trans-situational guides, (4) selection and evaluation of behavior and events, and (5) relative importance. The notion that all values should be desirable eliminates from the construct of values all end states or behaviors that are not desirable -although they may also have motivational impact. Value research often suffers from such a restricted interpretation of the term values. For instance, if a person highly values honesty (genuineness, sincerity), does it mean that they avoids deceiving, lying, and cheating to the same extent? Although the terms are antonyms, it does not guarantee that they are treated as strict opposites when the terms are used for psychological ratings. For example, despite the obvious fact that sad and happy are, as words, almost the exact linguistical opposites of each other, they demonstrate only limited interdependence when the two terms are used for rating a person's feelings (Rafaeli & Revelle, 2006; Schimmack, 2001 ; see also Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988; Allik & Realo, 1997) . Many theorists in this area believe that there is a set of brain structures that cause humans to move toward things they desire and avoid things that they do not like. For instance Jeffrey Gray (1981) proposes that human behavior is based on the interaction of two basic systems in the brain: Behavioral Approach System (BAS) is the approach motivation system and Behavioral Inhibition System (BIS) is the avoidance motivation and causes one to avoid undesirable situations. Gray suggested that BIS and BAS systems underlie the Extraversion and Neuroticism dimensions of personality. The crucial aspect in the research of personal values is that they express the motivational goal (Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987 . Thus, although we do not expect direct similarity of these systems, the dimensionality of positive and negative values may be influenced by these brain systems too.
In almost all previous studies, only positive values were studied, because all theories define values as desirable. Roccas, Sagiv, Schwartz, and Knafo (2002) discussed several criteria to distinguish values from personality traits, states, and other adjacent constructs but never mentioned the opposites of positive values. It is, however, obvious that human conduct is guided not only by positive values but negative ones as well. In addition to guiding principles there are many objectives and modes of behavior that people want to avoid. The "Encyclopedia of Ethics" (concept of value; Bond, 2001 Bond, , p. 1745 states that: "There is an important distinction to be made between something that is valuable as an end (something worth having, getting, or doing for its own sake), and something that is valuable as a means of acquiring, keeping, preserving, or doing something that is valuable for its own sake or valuable as an end. This will include the avoidance, prevention, or removal of something evil (something bad for some living being or beings). (We could call this 'disvalue' or 'negative value,' if we needed a term)." So we have a term and content but very little empirical evidence to resolve the problem. In the most frequently used value measure -the Schwartz Value Survey (1992) -it is possible to choose also an alternative response (-1 = "opposed to my values"), but only 1-2% of respondents used this option. In the Schwartz circumplex model, values constitute compatible and incompatible goals. Respondents express their attitudes to particular values by giving them low or high importance ratings. On the value circle the value types with different importance should be opposites. For instance, a person who rates power as very important and universalism with low importance should express a negative valuation of universalism. Do these opposite values on the circle represent principles to be avoided? Certainly not! Scores of value types are usually standardized within persons (which is meaningful if you present only positive values), the actual differences between scores of power and universalism may be marginal and, thus, they are not the opposites. Vyrost, Stainton Rogers, Stainton Rogers, and Lovaš (1997) investigated the importance ratings of the antonyms of the single values in the Rokeach Value Survey (Negated Rokeach Values). Their data gave some support to the notion that certain antonyms cannot be understood as opposites of positive values. For instance, accepting Loving does not imply rejecting Cold, and avoiding Aimlessness does not imply that Ambition is also preferred. It seems that although bipolarity may emerge between antonyms, the answer to bipolarity or bidimensionality of positive and negative values still needs further investigation.
Lexical Analysis
If the basic positive and negative evaluative processes are universal, the most important terms describing these processes should be also represented in language. Based on Galton's (1884) hypothesis, Klages (1927) , later also Allport (1937) and Cattell (1943) , proposed the fundamental lexical hypothesis -the idea that the most important individual differences in human transactions will come to be encoded as terms in some or all of the world's languages (cf. Goldberg, 1993) . The lexical hypothesis has greatly influenced the research of personality (Allport & Odbert, 1936; Norman, 1963 Norman, , 1967 Borkenau & Ostendorf, 1989; Ostendorf, 1990; De Raad, Hendriks, & Hofstee, 1992; Somer & Goldberg, 1999) and emotions (Allik & Realo, 1997; Hupka, Lenton, & Hutchison, 1999; Moore, Romney, Hsia, & Rusch, 1999) . The lexical approach has been applied to the study of social attitudes (Saucier, 2000) and terms describing the appearance of persons (Ostendorf & Angleitner, 1994) . As far as we know, a systematic lexical analysis has rarely been used for the study of values (see Allik, 2002 and Renner, 2003 for an exception). Speaking about terms used to describe negative values, Milton Rokeach in his 1973 study used Anderson's (1968) list of positive and negative evaluative rankings, which were derived from about 18,000 trait-names originally compiled by Allport and Odbert (1936) , but the negative list was excluded from further analysis. The overall procedure used in collecting and selecting values was admittedly an intuitive one -more values might have emerged if different criteria and different initial data had been used. But without doubt, the lexical approach has its virtues -studies using extensive variable sets, because of their comprehensiveness, offer independent replications of the earlier findings based on more limited variable sets -and is, thus, a promising alternative when a taxonomy of human values in a certain culture is to be developed (Asendorpf, 1996) . Moreover, natural language is not biased in favor of any existing scientific concepts (John, 1990) .
Value researchers have silently assumed that negative values add nothing substantial to positive values and can be described, if at all, as desirable goals with the opposite sign. Contrary to the conceptualizations of values as bipolar, it is equally plausible to suggest that positive and negative values are distinguishable and play, at least partly, a separate role in human conducts. Based on a lexical approach, this study is the first attempt to investigate the interrelationship between positive values (approach) and negative values (avoidance). The current study focuses on the simple question: Are negative values independent or do they share the same evaluative space with positive values?
Method Participants
The sample consisted of 294 Estonian subjects with the mean age of 26.5 (SD = 9.1). Their ages ranged from 17 to 65 years. The questionnaire was administered to the firstyear students at the Mainor School of Business and Economics (75) and their family members (76), the entrants of the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Tartu (70), high-school teachers (20), and supermarket customers (53).
Measures
The respondents completed the Estonian Value Inventory (EVI), a 48-item questionnaire in which positive personal values were assessed in six subscales developed previously from a lexical hypothesis (for details see Aavik & Allik, 2002) . These subscales may be interpreted as follows: Benevolence included complaisance and helpfulness in everyday transactions, consideration of cultural standards, and inhibition of disruptive emotions and behaviors (for example: helpfulness, kindness). Self-enhancement consisted of items emphasizing power, economic and emotional success, and promoting them to others (power, successfulness). Broadmindedness items largely represented tolerance of other peoples' behavior, opinions, and beliefs (tolerance, creativity). Hedonism was associated with items that stress the importance of experiencing pleasure and fun in life (excitement, entertaining). Conservatism consisted of items emphasizing dislike of change, a wish that things should stay as they are, and the preservation of traditional Estonian values (industry, order, poise, etc.). Self-realization items focused on respect for oneself and the realization of personal capabilities (self-improvement, experience). The reliability of the six subscales has been found to be acceptable in previous studies (Aavik, Aavik, & Kõrgesaar, 2006) .
In addition to the positive values, the respondents rated the importance of avoided principles as well. Here we will give only a short summary of the process of creating the list of negative values. This involved the compilation of an exhaustive list of negative value-describing words by scanning The Orthological Lexicon of the Estonian Language (Kull & Raiet, 1976) . The criteria to select prototypical value terms from a dictionary were quite loose -we wanted to be sure that no important concept was neglected. Two researchers independently scanned the lexicon and searched for "principles that are important to avoid." Next, clearly synonymous terms, as well as archaic and dialect words, were eliminated from the list by a group of experts. The experts also were instructed to select all terms that might be important to avoid. Since different grammatical forms of the same word appeared in the list (e.g., Foolishness and Foolish), the experts eliminated all but one noun form of each word. The resulting terms were judged by at least 9 of the 10 experts to represent the core Estonian values vocabulary. The agreement between two judges (Kappa index) was 0.82. On the basis of the experts' ratings the initial list was reduced to 43 principles to avoid, which were then added to positive values.
Procedure
The respondents were asked to rate all these nouns (arranged alphabetically) "as a guiding principle in your life, your aspiration, or principle that you are trying to avoid" and indicate their opinion on a 7-point scale from 3 (personally extraordinarily important to aspire to) through 0 to minus 3 (personally extraordinarily important to avoid).
Results
Since factor analysis was applied previously in constructing the measurement tool for positive values (EVI), we applied the same method to the 43 negative values as well. A principal component analysis demonstrated that, in contrast to that of the positive values, the intraindividual variation in preferences for negative values that differ thematically is small. The first five eigenvalues were: 6.4, 1.9, 1.8, 1.6, and 1.4. The first factor accounted for 21.3% of the variance of the 43 items. Although eight eigenvalues were larger than 1, several other criteria (the scree-plot analysis, the rule that a factor should have at least three significant loadings, etc.) clearly suggested a single-factor solution. Based on factor loadings (the selected item must have a substantial loading higher than .40 on the factor) and Cronbach's α coefficient, the "best" 13 items were selected to represent the dominant factor. The reliability (Cronbach's α coefficient) of the 13 items was .89. These items stress the avoidance of passiveness, deception, hopelessness, boredom, stupidity, hostility, repulsion, loneliness, obduracy, laziness, superficiality, unpopularity, and inconvenience. In order to reveal the relationship between positive and negative values we tried to map this set onto the same factor space as the one derived from the analysis of positive values. With this purpose in mind, we first derived the six principal components from the analysis of positive values only. Table 1 shows varimax-rotated factor loadings for 48 positive items. On the basis of the factor scores we computed the correlations between the 6 positive value factors and the 13 negative value items. The correlations are shown in the lower part of Table 1 . It is remarkable that 71 of the 78 correlations are negative and the largest positive correlation is as small as .10. All negative loadings were relatively modest, not exceeding .40 on any of the six positive personal values factors.
Since only one term describing avoided principles had factor loadings close to the factor-loading criteria (boredom -.37 to third factor Conservatism), we can assume that, on the level of single items, negative values do not form a conceptually opposite space and they do not mirror positive values.
In order to analyze the relationship between positive and negative values in more detail we used structural equation modeling. Starting from the results of the explorative factor analysis, we assumed the existence of six positive factors and one negative latent factor.
Although the simplest single-item-level model shown was rejected by the demanding χ² criteria, other fit indices demonstrated that the model can provide a reasonable fit to the data. Model misfit may result from misspecifications (such as restricting correlations among errors to zero) or from violations of the linearity assumption (if variables have a restricted range of values). In order to reduce the both sources of misfit, we used a random grouping of items. The negative value items were grouped into three arbitrary subscales and all the positive value items, within a given factor, into two arbitrary subscales. Figure 1 shows the model with 7 latent factors and 15 random item-packets. In The most essential feature captured by the model is that all factors describing positive values (6) are positively intercorrelated between .17 (Broadmindedness vs. Self-Enhancement) and .70 (Self-Enhancement vs. Hedonism), and the only negative value factor had negative correlations to all positive values factors (from -.34 Self-Enhancement to -.54 Conservatism).
Discussion
When we started our research we raised a simple question about the structural relationship between personal values and negative values. Are they organized reciprocally and, thus, are they interchangeable or are they orthogonal?
To understand the nature of the relationship between the positive values and the negative values in a person's life one needs to understand the conditions in which people are motivated to express their personal values and have an opportunity to do so. Since the term "values" itself has a positive connotation, one may assume that it is impossible to express principles one seeks to avoid in this case. However, our vocabulary is not limited only to the socially implicated and desired guiding principles. It is clear that human behavior is not restricted to only the process of approaching something, either.
Typically, this evaluative discrimination is conceptualized, in the case of personal values, as bipolar, treating values only as positive, and expecting no important additions from the other side of the model. Our results give evidence that, in general, the positive and negative evaluative processes underlying personal values actually are not completely separable, thus, they are not functionally independent. The positive values and the negative values share the same evaluative dimension, although they belong to different compartments. However, on the level of single items negative values do not form conceptually opposite dimensions and they do not mirror positive values. From this perspective, positive and negative values are not completely interchangeable. In addition to a moderate correlation between them, both positive and negative values had their unique component, too.
The semi-independence of positive and negative values suggests that some external factors can moderate only one of them. For instance, in their study of personality factors and personal values Roccas et al. (2002) found that all personality traits show significant associations with personal values. The only exception was Neuroticism where only one of the 70 correlations was substantial and exhibited some association with personal values. The low correlations of Neuroticism with values imply that the motivations underlying positive values are not enough to describe the real goals of individuals who score high on Neuroticism. Individuals high on the Neuroticism scale tend to be angry, depressed, and emotionally unstable and, thus, not likely to facilitate the motivational goal of any positive value. A person high in Neuroticism is probably using an avoidance coping style and may be highly motivated to avoid threatening objectives and modes of behavior. It is our speculation that the conclusions proposed by Roccas et al. (2002) might be different if we could add the negative values to personal values research. Further research is needed to determine the conditions and personality traits that trigger the different modes of evaluative activation. For instance it would be interesting to investigate the relation of Neuroticism and its subscales (Anxiety, Angry Hostility, Depression, Self-Consciousness, Impulsiveness, and Vulnerability) to extracted negative values. We can hypothesize that at least some of them may have substantial correlations with the negative values.
It is evident that previous research on values has ignored this important part of human nature. The neglect of motivationally stimulating principles may mean that the portrait of human values is incomplete. This study suggests that the personal values that an individual tries to avoid in their life may be instrumental in determining the way this individual thinks, feels, and behaves. Although the negative and positive evaluative processes in the case of values share the same conceptual space, they form a separate territory that is not entirely covered by the meanings of only positive values. For instance, we cannot be sure that a person who highly values benevolence tries to avoid hostility to the same extent. This viewpoint is in better agreement with motivational research, demonstrating that the approach and avoidance motivation are two largely independent processes (cf. McClelland, 1998) . Associations between desired and avoided values may reflect their influences on each other as well as their shared origins in current adaptations.
In this perspective, investigating negative values is best seen as a challenging variant of standard ways of assessing personal values rather than a totally new demand for value research. Thus, this knowledge can lead to a deeper understanding of human values and their relationship with other constructs, especially to human personality.
